Whereas, thousands of children die or are seriously injured each year because they were left unattended; and

Whereas, many deadly and serious accidents could be prevented or avoided by constantly monitoring children, never leaving them alone, not even for a minute; and

Whereas, accidents from children left unattended include drowning, abduction, poisoning, wandering off, heat stroke and other medical emergencies; and

Whereas, whether in a car, near water, at home, in a store or playing in a park, serious threats to the wellbeing of children abound; and

Whereas, the Mayor, the City Council of the City of Wylie, Wylie Fire-Rescue, and the Wylie Police Department are concerned about the safety of our children and encourage all citizens to be vigilant in keeping the children in our community safe by never leaving a child unattended.

Now therefore, I, Eric Hogue, Mayor of the City of Wylie, Texas, on this the 23rd day of July 2013, am honored to hereby proclaim the month of August, as,

“Never Leave a Child Unattended Month”

in Wylie, Texas.

Eric Hogue, Mayor
City of Wylie
State of Texas